uses the fact that if the adaptive filter has converged the reference and residual error should be uncorrelated.
here we focus on one specific application which is Monaural x 'n'n ' Sound Source Separation (SSS). The goal of Monaural SSS is to separate out single sources of sound from one mixture. and L is the echo path length. The error e between the One supervised approach to achieve source separation is to estimated filter w and h is defined as, train models of the speakers in a mixture a priori and then use these models to match the contribution of each speaker
in the overall mixture [9] . In this framework and with the non-negative nature of the audio spectrogram, NMF has this is used to update the L coefficients of w for LMS been used to train the speaker specific time-frequency based algorithms. The estimated echo signal can then be domain models and to match the models of each speaker to subtracted from the loudspeaker echo thus canceling it. For their contributions in mixtures [8] [9] . this submission we neglect the affects of non-linearity's and Using this approach separation is achieved in two noise both measurement and local. From here the matching or echo removal stage begins. The We believe this is because after the GC iterations the Bx near end microphone signal m is partioned into contiguous portion of the basis is now more easily able to match the frames with overlap and transformed into M(fk) using remaining residual echo energy. Furthermore B,, will equation (7) .Then using NMF with a fixed Bm each M(fk) is generally be converged to zero making it difficult for the factorized generating Cm, multiplicative updates to increase the energy in this region of the basis.
In Figure 1 the RIR before doubletalk and a good doubletalk detector is If the energy E of a particular output frame k is greater than in place the estimated echo will cleanly remove the echo. y then DTD is set to one. This will signify that this frame is The NMF approach however has to separate out the speech considered to contain near end speech. If E is below the from the echo using a pre-trained independent speaker basis threshold the frame is considered echo only. This detector and an echo basis. This will lead to some crosstalk between also is dependent on the parameters set for the AEC NMF the two respective bases. The lower ERLE value is due to a algorithm. Discussion of the performance of this algorithm combination of decreased echo removal and echo removed will be provided in later sections. by the near end basis. user speaks this basis will be used to capture the entire near Each mixture contained a background echo, which spanned speech. This is because Bn will be closer in representation to the entire timeline of the mixture; see Figure 3a ). Doubletalk the near end speech than the echo signal basis. It is regions were inserted into each mixture to test the straightforward therefore to assume that during periods of performance of the DT. This required the introduction of a doubletalk the total energy E of each output frame of Bn will separate speaker convolved with a different RIR into the be high relative to periods where the near end speaker is mixture. A change in the impulse response was imposed into inactive. This is illustrated in Figure 2 , here the total each mixture at 42000 samples. This was forced on the far magnitude of the clean nearend utterance is compared, in a end echo signal by a sudden change in the RIR used to filter frame wise manner, with the output of the NMF AEC the far end speech.
approach. From this graph it is clear during the doubletalk
The parameters of the algorithm were as follows: F was period the envelopes of the two signals are highly correlated set to 4, B, 20, Bn 2, number of iterations set to 40 and the and have relatively the same magnitude.
Bm matrix is allowed to update twice at the end of each 40
To exploit this property for doubletalk detection we Gm updates. The window size was 64 ms or 1024 samples propose using a energy threshold to determine if near end for 16 kHz sampling rate with a 50% overlap between speech is present in a frame or not, frames. Bn was trained using speech independent from the speech used to create the mixtures. The threshold of the DT F y was set to 5.
The algorithm and all work presented was implemented f=0 using Matlab. The results for the doubletalk detection task is displayed in Figure 2 b ), c), d), where the regions of DT() i E(k) > S 16 doubletalk detected using our approach regions are 0, l otherwise,(6 superimposed on the clean near end signal without the echo which iS removed for clarity. 
